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primary export
==============
action

senior
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michelle coffey
karen moore
sarah grimmer

client list
===========
Apache Corporation
Asia Society of Texas
BHP Billiton
Cameron
CenterPoint Energy
Dignity Memorial
Endeavour International Corporation
Enterprise Products Partners
ExpressJet
Francesca’s
Green Hunter Energy
The Hobby Center
ION Geophysical Corporation
LINN Energy
Luby’s, Inc.
Memorial Hermann Healthcare System
Men’s Wearhouse
Second Baptist Church
Service Corporation International
SYSCO
Temple-Inland
Texas Children’s Hospital
Time Warner Cable
University of Houston

Brand Consulting + Creation
Extreme growth can lead to competing brand dialects, and benign neglect
to a brand outpaced in its marketplace.
Origin performs brand audits, creation,
positioning, repositioning and realignment
to strengthen the value of your brand.

expressjet airlines
// 250 projects. 240 days.
And a new consumer airline
takes flight.

stakeholder relations
Action involves reaction to changing conditions.
Being prepared is the first part of being
proactive. In the area of stakeholder
relations, formulating a strategy and
framing the conversation for a variety
of constituencies.

men’s wearhouse
// Style meets substance
and visibly reinforces
the Millennial connection.

motion + interactive
For breaking through clutter, motion + interactive is intimate as an app
and public as a jumbotron projection.
Web work and video, apps and advertising—
we deploy messaging in any medium that
connects with your audiences.

apache corporation
// Reaching stakeholders
with motion, reinforcing
messaging in an app.

integrated marketing
When your challenge is changing perceptions, every audience, every medium,
every message and every interaction counts.
Whether you’re compounding impressions
through multiple channels or concentrating
on a few that count for you, Origin can
help with strategy, tactics and successful
deployment.

service corporation
international
// Death had an image problem.
Until Origin got involved.

graphic design
Action makes you look good.
And whether the deliverable is a logo,
a printed piece, a website or a trade show
booth, the result is clearer communications
and more lasting impressions.

originaction.com

877 520 9544

uhgap
// Designed a report to
represent designers.
Won a HOW international
design award.

